; ZE& reawn that ? had not observed the fact of these
A complete discussion of the homigrade scale may be found in the Medical Journal and Record, for November 3, 1926.-B. B. V.
AN UNUSUAL WELL'
'On the mesa of Juniper Flat, Oreg., there is a well having unusual characteristics. I n addition to furnishing a plentiful supply of very good water, it also serves as the barometer of its proud owner, Joe Riggles, and his neighbors.
Twelve to twenty-four hours before a storm arrives a gentle draft begins to come out of the well, the intensity ldcreasing rapidly to almost a roar. Throughout the duration of a storm the well continues to "blow," sometimee so violently as to emit a cloud of water vapor. Within 12 to 24 hours after the storm has passed the well will cease blowing and begin to inhale and air will con-, tinue to flow into it until equilibrium is reached or a newperiod of exhalation begins.
The well is 458 feet deep, drilled through a blanket of basalt overlying the older formation. In the drilling f numerous crevices and cavities were encountered in basalt formation. The local theory of the well's behavior is th3 it taps some long subterranean chamber having an outlet somewhere in the mountains miles away. Such
an explanation is open to considerable doubt. More 'likely the well merely taps a number of local crevices or chambers containing air of approximately constant temperatlire and pressure. This air flows in or out of the well as the surface pressure is reater or lower than the the throttling effect of t,he small orifice through which the air has to pass. Some idea of the pressure at which the well begins to exhale may be had from the following table. The pressures were interpolated from the isobars of the A. M. weather map.
subterranean ressure. The re 7 atively long periods over which the we1 P is in activity may be accounted for by I t is probable that some interesting information might be gained from an air current meter and barograph if installed at the well.-A. G . Simson, Forest Service.
TORNADOES STARTED BY AN OIL FIRE.
[Reprinted from hleteorological Magazine, January, 1927, PP. 292-294.1
The Scientific American for December, 1926, contains a vivid description of the effects of a fire which destroyed nearly 6,000,000 barrels of oil at San Luis Obispo, Calif.
An account of the event was given by Mr. J. E. Hisson , of the local weather bureau of this California city. € ! ! e states that the fire was started by lightning and that initially four tanks, each containing 750;OOO barrels of oil, "boiled over." An immense quantity of burning oil was spread over an area which was estimated a t about 900 acres, or nearly 4 square kilometers. Flames seemingly leaped up to a height of 1,000 feet, and at the same time violent whirlwinds formed over the fire. Durin the period when the large reservoirs were burning a n t the convection was probably at its strongest, the whirls were numerous and violent. Some hundreds of whirls were observed simultaneously, many of them presentin the features of true tornadoes, with gyrating funnef shaped clouds, the condensation of vapor in the central portions showing up clearly against the dark back round were not more than about a foot in diameter.
One of the whirls traveling downwind to a cottage about a thousand yards away, picked up the cottage and carried it a distance of 150 feet, where it was dropped, a complete wreck, the two occupants being killed.
Mr. Hissong reports that strong southerly winds prevailed initially, shifting later to west, and eventuall to the veering of the wind, which coincided more or less with the information of the whirls. It is diacult to see how this in itself could account for the whirls, and the present writer suggests that the whirls were such as might have occurred, independently of any wind, by the convection currents removing large masses of air, which would be replaced by the convergence of air from all sides. The converging air by retaining its original moment of momentum, about the center of the rising column, would after convergence have acquired a large velocity of rotation about the center, and would give rise to whirls of the nature observed. of smoke. Itisreported that some of the central H unnels northwest. He attributes the formation of the whirs 9 to A rough estimate of the energy liberated b the fire can be readily made. A given weight of oil wdraise the temperature of one thousand times its own weight of water through 10' C. The ,fire of 6,000,000 barrels, assuming a barrel to be half a cubic meter, is equivalent to the burning of 3.109 kilograms and would produce 3.1013 kilogram calories; ta1:ing t,he spe,cifk heat of air to be li4, we find that this would heat 12.10'' kilograms of air through 10' C. This amount of air is about l O I 3 centimeters, or lo4 cubic kilometers.
If there were no wind initially, then if we assume t,hat lo4 cubic kilometers of air is removed through a funnel vertically over the fire, this amount of air must drift in sideways to the zone of the fire, and be replaced by air pushing in from further distances. Taking the zone of fire to be a circle of 1 kilometer radius, this involves the convergence to the edge of the zone of fire of air from 50 kilometers away. The angular momentum of this air remains constant, in space, and if the ve,locity in the whirl about the fire be v a t the edge of the fire (at 1 kilometer from the center) we then have = 2,500 x 5.7 10 -kilometers per second.
= 142 meters per second.
Thus the whirl formed in still air would have a whirling velocity of 142 meters per second a t 1 kilomet,er from its center, with velocity decreasing outward in inverse proportion to distance from the center. I n the case in question, the air was not initially still, and so the ascending cylinder of air was replaced by a sheet of air, and the one whirl was replaced by a number of smaller whirls. Enough has been said, however, to show that the supply of energy available from the fire was ample to account for the formation of violent tornadoes without assuming any special properties of the wind distribution. Moreover, it has been assumed above that only air heated through 10' C. will ascend, whereas it is certain that in the region of such a fire as this air heated through a much smaller range of temperature would ascend readily. If we decrease the necessary range of temperature we increase the volume of air removed by convection in inverse proportion, and increase t,he intensity of the whirl in proportion to the maea of air removed.
It may be recalled that during the fires which completed the destruction of Tokyo after the earthquake of September 2, 1923 During December, atmospheric changes were largely limited to the southern part of the country, while the weather was more settled in the Central Zone.
On the 1st a depression crossed the far south, causing rain up to Arauco. Between the 2d and the 5th an anticyclonic center overlay the southern area, causing general fine weather. On the 6th began an important period of bad weather, which culminated on the 13th with a heavy rainstorm that extended as far north as the Province of Talca in the Central Zone. The maximum precipitation was recorded on the 12th a t Valdivia, 63 millimeters. From the 14th to 18th, pressure rose in the south, and general fine weather was the rule.
On the 19th and 20th a moderate depression lay off Punta Tunibes, and caused rains between M a d e and Valdivia.
The 21st, anticyclonic conditions reestablished themselves in the south and dominated the situation until the end of the month, causing in the Central Zone general fine weather, southerly winds, and high temperature.
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